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ABSTRACT
We present an architecture for intermittently-powered wireless
communication systems that does not require any changes to the of-
ficial protocol specification. Our core idea is to save the intermediate
state of the wireless protocol to non-volatile memory within each
connection interval. The protocol state is then deterministically
restored at a predefined (harvested energy-dependent) time, which
follows the connection interval. As a case study for our architec-
ture, we introduce FreeBie: a battery-free intermittently-powered
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) mote. To the best of our knowledge
FreeBie is the first battery-free active wireless system that sustains
bi-directional communication on intermittent harvested energy.
The strength of our architecture is articulated by FreeBie consum-
ing at least 9.5 times less power during device inactivity periods
than a state-of-the-art BLE device.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware → Emerging architectures; Wireless devices; •
Networks→Mobile networks; • Computer systems organi-
zation → Embedded systems.

KEYWORDS
Intermittent Computing, Battery-free, Embedded Systems, Blue-
tooth, Mobile Networks, Energy Harvesting
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1 INTRODUCTION
Billions of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, such as the one seen
in Figure 1, will surround us in the coming years [8, 78]. This im-
plies that the batteries (powering the conventional IoT ecosystem)
would need to be regularly replaced, monitored, and recycled [31]—
inducing an environmental impact to our planet and monetary
cost to the consumer [30, 48]. While the search for a battery that
is longer-operational [31], better recyclable [69] and having high-
energy density [93] continues, the road leading to such batteries is
still long [17, 110].
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Figure 1: First battery-free open-source [1] smartwatch with FreeBie:
intermittently-powered bi-directional BLE link.

A dedicated line of research addressing the battery sustainability
problem tries to find out howwe can build (wireless) IoT completely
independent from batteries [50, 80, 88, 91]. In battery-free systems,
a conventional battery is either removed or replaced by a capaci-
tor : an energy reservoir that is cheaper, non-ageing, non-leaking,
lighter,1 less dependent on sparsely-available chemical elements
and temperature-stable. The energy to power such a battery-free
system comes from ambient sources, for example from solar radia-
tion [23] or Radio Frequency (RF) emissions [43]. Nonetheless, the
unique properties of battery-free systems—small storage and unpre-
dictable and intermittent energy—create one-of-its-kind challenges
for the design of IoT wireless communication.

▶ Problem Statement: An IoT sensor requires a wireless link
to communicate. This link needs to be ➊ low-power—to operate
as long as possible on a single energy charge, ➋ belonging to one
of the mainstream wireless standards—to be backward compati-
ble with already deployed networks, ➌ independent from specific
infrastructure, such as RF carrier wave generators to backscatter
on—to be flexibly deployable, and ➍ bi-directional, as opposed to
backscatter IoT tag-to-infrastructure links only—to enable remote
maintenance and firmware updates [7, 12] as already-deployed IoT
devices are severely limited without the ability to reconfigure it
wirelessly. To address requirements ➊ and ➋ plenty of research
has been dedicated to enabling ultra-low-power communication for
popular wireless communication standards—leading to battery-free
operation—through the backscatter principle. Recent examples of
such wireless standard-compliant backscatter-based transmitters
include LoRa [57], BLE [112] and Long Term Evolution (LTE) [22].
These wireless systems however do not address requirement ➌. A
related approach based on a wake-up radio [81] is also not viable
for the same reason. Therefore the only solution to battery-free IoT
that addresses requirement ➌ is an ultra-low-power active radio.
1We note that in the weight-optimised Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) node, the battery
is its heaviest component [54, Table 1], while in size-optimised designs the BLE node
battery was bigger than the BLE node itself [18, Figure 1].
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Figure 2: Intermittently-powered device operation. In a non-
protected system even a single power failure causes the network
state to be lost, requiring unnecessary new handshakes. In our pro-
posed system the network state is stored and restored to/from non-
volatile memory enabling to sustain connections. CI: connection
interval, CT: connection timeout, RES: state restore, CKPT: state
checkpoint, RX/TX: reception/transmission. region denotes the
period of devices on time.

However, intermittent operation2 of a battery-free active radio, i.e.,
non-backscatter, IoT node implies that the active radio communica-
tion also becomes intermittent. Unless steps are taken to sustain the
protocol state despite a power interrupt, even a single one will cause
a connection drop, see Figure 2, forcing connection re-establishment
which itself consumes time and energy of a battery-free system.
Therefore, a design of a truly bi-directional (connection-based)
wireless active link for a battery-free IoT sensor—addressing re-
quirement ➍—needs to sustain already established connections
despite frequent power interrupts. Unfortunately, all battery-free
intermittently-powered state-of-the-art active radio platforms avail-
able are connection-less, or require the system to reconnect after
each power failure. This includes broadcast-only (best-effort) BLE
communication [42]. Simply, classical techniques to prolong IoT
life based on duty cycling do not apply: intermittent power sup-
ply takes away the guarantee that the energy will be available at
the scheduled wake-up times of the device [42, Section 7.1]. All
this results in wireless communication being one of the unsolved
challenges in the intermittent computing domain [94, Section 4(b)].
This challenge has not been tackled yet due to complexity of the
problem: system designer needs to simultaneously consider net-
work protocol specification constraints, application needs, energy
demands and energy use. Also, the most common way of dealing
with power interrupts: checkpoining system state and restoring it
as the energy returns [67, Section 3.2], has never been applied to
wireless network protocols. Checkpoints restoration have usually
random duration and have to be placed at a precise point in time
not to break the protocol timing. Therefore, a battery-free IoT that
is useful, i.e., that addresses requirements ➊, ➋, ➌, and ➍, has yet
to be achieved.

▶Contributions: Addressing the above problem we provide
the following contributions:

2For ambient energy-powered battery-free devices on/off times can range from mi-
croseconds [83, Figure 1] to seconds [61, Figure 2(a)] for solar- and Radio Frequency-
powered devices, respectively.

Contribution 1: New intermittently-powered wireless sys-
tems architecture. Our core novelty is a new battery-free net-
worked IoT device state checkpointing system operating on a process
level. Each core class of IoT device processes—application, network
and Operating System (OS)—are checkpointed and stored in non-
volatile memory individually. Checkpoints are triggered by the
process scheduler based on real-time requirements of incoming
processes. Checkpoints triggered by the scheduler protect network
protocol state timing from unnecessary in-between checkpoints.
Moreover, our novel ultra-low power timekeeping architecture al-
lows for microsecond-level time granularity. This enables keeping
track of network protocol state in-between power interrupts and
resuming already established communication when energy condi-
tions allow. Both architectural novelties give rise to a new concept of
time and peripheral abstraction layer : the original network software
stack never sees that the radio is powered off even when the storage
capacitor is fully depleted.

Contribution 2: Implementation of bi-directional active
wireless link powered intermittently. We pick one of the most
ubiquitous IoT wireless system: Bluetooth, and in particular its low
energy configuration BLE [15], and build a BLE system powered
intermittently, called FreeBie, with its hardware and software re-
leased as open-source [1]. With our architecture, a battery-free BLE
node can communicate bi-directionally with any BLE host and can
sustain an already established bi-directional BLE link—even after
multiple power outages at the battery-free BLE node.3

Contribution 3: New battery-free IoT applications. Our
novel architecture enables never before seen IoT applications, in
particular BLE firmware updates performed battery-free on an in-
termittent power and a fully-functional battery-free smartwatch,
shown in Figure 1. Our architecture provides a foundation to con-
nect and communicate bi-directionally for the next generation of
battery-free IoT devices.

2 BACKGROUND, CHALLENGES AND KEY
INSIGHTS

Taking a recent example, long-term experiments with a commercial-
grade battery-free BLE node of [25] demonstrated that time of the
day, orientation, and deployment location can affect the duration
of continuous operation: from almost constant operation to few
transmission activities throughout the day only [61, Section 5].
Therefore, necessary system support for intermittently-powered
devices is needed that takes care of [67, Section 2] (i) control flow—
to guarantee that the device will start from the state right before
the last power failure, (ii) data consistency—to guarantee that the
system will restore correctly from power failure, (iii) environmental
consistency—to guarantee that the time-sensitive data will be han-
dled correctly when data becomes outdated after restoring from
power failure, (iv) concurrency—to enable execution of multiple ac-
tive applications, and (v) undisrupted communication—to enable
wireless communication between (intermittently-powered) devices
and guarantee synchronisation despite power interrupts.

While there are plenty of frameworks available that aim at at-
taining points (i)–(iv), see Table 1 and Section 7 later on, sustaining

3A comparison of battery-free BLE platforms is given in Table 5.
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InK [109] TICS [63] Coala [68] Capybara [23] MPatch [29] Empire [3] This work

Checkpoint trigger Task end In-code checkpoint Task end Task end Voltage level Voltage level Process end
Checkpoint type Task Checkpoint Task Task Checkpoint Task Process

Requires code instrumentation Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No
Time-deterministic restoration No No No No No No Yes

ARM-based processor architecture No No No Yes Yes No Yes
Dynamic memory allocation No No No No No No Yes

Interrupt support Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes
Peripheral support No No No Yes No Yes Yes

Preemptive scheduling Yes No No No No No Yes

Table 1: Comparison of relevant existing software support systems for intermittently-powered devices. Colour scheme: denotes non-desired
or limiting features from the perspective of wireless communication protocol and denotes the desired features.

a communication of a radio link powered by an intermittent source,
i.e., attaining point (v), is far from being solved.

▶ Infeasible solutions for ‘intermittent’ communication:
Increasing capacitor size or energy harvesting efficiency, is a typical
solution to improve battery-free systems. Sadly, a large capacitor/en-
ergy harvester increases the device’s size and increases charge times.
So all active radio intermittently-powered devices trade-off capaci-
tor and/or harvester size for communication functionality, sending
connection-less data, such as beacons in case of BLE, e.g. [56, 92].
Simply, when the device powers off mid-transmission, the device
will restart and re-send the beacon again. This however is not fea-
sible for connection/handshake-oriented protocols, especially if
they require strict timing to establish and sustain a connection.
Lastly, reconnection costs packet transmissions. For example, for
our smartwatch’s BLE link each reconnection would require about
70 packets to be sent by the BLE client, taking more than 43 s
to reconnect at low (200 lx) ambient light. These packets include
connection establishment, negotiation of connection parameters,
service discovery and notification configuration. Apart from the
above-mentioned connection re-establishment overhead, if the BLE
device needs to re-establish the already-existing connection, one
would have to build much more complex application. Such applica-
tion would have to take care of storing authentication information,
tracking network status, or transfer progress information—all caus-
ing processing overhead, i.e. taking extra time before the existing
connection is re-established.

Other techniques, such as ‘classical’ duty cycling [21] and trans-
mission power control [36], are also infeasible. Duty cycling is
problematic, as the main capacitor may get depleted within the
sleep period resetting connection state, while duty cycling itself
consumes energy during sleep, e.g. for Nordic Semiconductors
NRF52840 BLE module sleep current is 3.16 µA at 3 V [74]. Needless
to say, it is impossible to turn the system off completely and then
wake up: some components like Real Time Clock (RTC) need to
remain powered to wake up the system from sleep. In the case
of transmission power control, the transmitted power reduction
does not translate to significant overall gains for the device. The
same observation applies to system adapting transmitted packet
lengths: reducing packet length would not scale linearly with en-
ergy expenditure, as overhead such as the crystal ramp-up time
and pre- and post-processing remain constant [75]. Thus, the goal
is to create a framework that enables unobstructed communication
on intermittently-powered budget.

Protocol type Implementation Lines of code1

Bluetooth Packetcraft [10] 397 200
TCP/IP LWIP [38] 88 100
Thread OpenThread [47] 250 500

1 Measured with cloc [27] (rounded to 100 lines).
Table 2: C/C++ lines of code of different network protocol implemen-
tations. Compared to the orders of magnitude smaller codebase of
software support systems for intermittent operation, e.g. [68, Table
3], the cognitive burden to analyze and instrument protocol code is
unprecedented.

Framework Requirement 1: Time-aware Checkpoints and
Real-time Restoration.We postulate that if the duration of power
failures is within the allowed connection timeout (see again Fig-
ure 2), the transmitter and the receiver should resume the connec-
tion without the need to restart. This resumption must be supported
by a framework responsible for copying of the protocol state, i.e.,
volatile MCU registers and volatile memory to a non-volatile mem-
ory before the power interrupt, and restoring the last saved state
back to the respective volatile registers.

There exist two classes of frameworks that optimise the amount
of memory to store and resume: task-based, e.g. [68] and checkpoint-
based, e.g. [63]. A task is a section of code with defined input and
output of non-volatile variables. Tasks are connected through these
variables to form a state machine. Sadly, automatic/compiler-based
transformation of a wireless protocol implementation code into
tasks is not feasible due to the large and complex codebase, see
Table 2. This means that the developer would have to do this by
hand—a daunting task to achieve [63, Section 5.4]. A conceptual
counterpart to a task is a checkpoint, i.e., a function inserted manu-
ally or automatically at compile time (to the original codebase) that
stores the program’s state until that checkpoint. Sadly, both tasks
and checkpoints introduce a computation penalty—the store and
restore operation. In other words, checkpoints or tasks will break the
protocol’s timing nullifying their use for wireless networking. Fortu-
nately, state saving and restoration can be triggered not only by the
end of a task or a checkpoint, but also by the internal timer or the
capacitor voltage monitor. However, the timer would have to follow
the protocol state timing precisely, while the voltage-based trigger
does not follow any timing. Finally, the restoration time from the
checkpoint must be constant and time-bounded. Otherwise, the
real-time requirement of the wireless protocol state machine will
be violated.
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To summarize, the key challenge is that existing checkpoint
and restoration methods, see Table 1, are not suitable for wireless
networking support. Our key insight to solve the challenge is
that the system state checkpoint can be triggered by the end of the
wireless protocol process, i.e., the only atomic operation that must be
executed without interruptions. This way no code instrumentation,
fixed checkpoint timers, and voltage monitors are needed.

Framework Requirement 2: Virtualisation of time and pe-
ripherals. Time and peripheral state would be disrupted by in-
termittent operation. Thus, dedicated software abstraction layer
to mask (virtualize) time and peripherals to network protocol is
needed. The key challenge is that, referring again to Table 1,
no software framework is able to support peripherals and time
(required for time-deterministic restoration). Our key insight to
solve the challenge is the following conjecture. To enable masking
of time and peripherals only one intermittently-powered device com-
ponent, i.e, on-board time reference, must be continuously powered as
long as possible (through a dedicated capacitor). The current draw
of modern low-power RTCs is in the order of nA [5]. As the sleep
mode consumption reaches µA levels, only keeping RTCs on is
about ten times more energy efficient than sleeping.

Framework Requirement 3: Dynamic handling of network
connections. A framework must adapt connection parameters
to available harvested energy. The framework must prioritize an
already-established connection or focus on sustaining on-device
computation and sensing. The system must support preemptive
scheduling (to prioritise network processes over application or
OS processes). The key challenge is that these features are also
not supported by existing systems except for InK [109] (although
InK requires manual code transformation to achieve this), refer to
Table 1. Our key insight to solve the challenge is that network
protocols allow adjustment of the Connection Interval (CI), this
and other parameters can be used as a foundation for connection
adaptation.

3 INTERMITTENTLY-POWEREDWIRELESS
SYSTEM

Driven by Framework Requirements 1, 2 and 3, we propose an archi-
tecture that sustains wireless protocol communication for intermittently-
powered devices, see Figure 3.

3.1 Target Network and Device Architecture
▶Network Topology and Device Capabilities: We consider a

star network topology following a Connection Interval (CI)-oriented
Connection Timeout (CT)-driven wireless communication proto-
col of choice, as exemplified in Figure 2. The host is tethered or
battery-based. The end device, on the contrary, is battery-free and
intermittently-powered (by energy harvester). We assume that both
devices do not share a common signal that can be used to synchro-
nise them, as in e.g., [41]. As with most network protocols, the end
device has to announce its presence to a host for a connection to
be established.

▶ End Device Hardware: We propose a battery-free end de-
vice logically separated into two power domains, see Figure 3: (i)
processor (MCU) power domain and (ii) “always-on” ultra-low-power
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Figure 3: Proposed system architecture for the intermittently-
powered battery-free wireless communication system.
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Figure 4: Memory map of intermittently-powered wireless network-
ing device. Numbers 0 and 1 for App-𝑥 , Network and OS process
denote buffer numbers of double buffered memory. Colours match
respective processes in Figure 3.

domain—charging on-board capacitors through onboard solar pan-
els, through which processor power domain and external RTC is
powered. The external RTC not only keeps track of time but also
is able to switch the processor power domain off completely, as
proposed in [58].

3.2 System Components
3.2.1 Time-aware Checkpoints and Real-time Restoration. We pro-
pose Time-Deterministic Checkpoint (TDC): a time-aware check-
points and real-time restoration system for intermittently-powered
wireless networking protocols. TDC, addressing Framework Re-
quirement 1, is built as follows.

▶ Process as Atomic Data Structure Checkpoint: We cate-
gorize processes in three groups: (i) network, (ii) OS and (iii) ap-
plication (with one process per concurrently-running application).
Implementation-wise, a process is a hand-picked file/directory part
of a source code. Each process can be classified as requiring real-
time operation or not. Per default the processes network and OS
are real-time processes, the application process(es) can be real-time
or non-real-time.
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Figure 5: System events in one network-only cycle (power consump-
tion levels marked as A○– E○); TIFS: Time Inter-Frame Space, 𝑇sync:
RTC time synchronisation moment.

▶ Process Separation and Memory Structure: The memory
separation for all processes is performed by the linker at the code
compilation stage. The developer splits the source code of a com-
plete system into code directories—one per process. Static memory
declared in the source files of each directory is allocated in separate
regions as shown in Figure 4. The registers, stack and heap are
included in the OS process checkpoint.

We assume that the memory from a non-restored process cannot
be read or written to. This can be enforced by a Memory Protection
Unit (MPU), preventing writes and reads to unrestored memory.
Communication between processes occurs through the OS using
Inter-Process Communication (IPC) with dynamically allocated
messages. Finally, we note that the developer can specify variables
(such as a buffer for logging) that do not need to be checkpointed
and restored. For this case, a dedicated region in volatile memory
is allocated; see Figure 4.

▶ Process Checkpoint Scheduling: In modern network pro-
tocol stacks, each networking process, at the end of its execution,
provides information to the device OS when the next networking
process, e.g., beginning of a next connection interval as shown in
Figure 2, occurs. Therefore the core component of our architecture
is a process scheduler handled by the battery-free device’s OS. The
scheduler using the virtualisation layer (defined in Section 3.2.2)
decides on the next moment in time when the battery-free device
powers on again. The power-on moment is determined by the pro-
cess with the earliest deadline in the scheduler’s queue. If more
than one process has the same deadline, than these are served as
first-come first-served. Each running application shares the same
priority and is queued through a scheduling queue, while the net-
work process (through an interrupt) can preempt the application
process residing in the queue’s head.

Considering what processes are at the top positions of the sched-
uler queue pending execution three combinations of processes that
occur during a power-on cycle exist. These are: (i) application only,
(ii) network only, and (iii) combined application and network. In
case (i) and (ii) respectively, the network process or application
process does not have to be checkpointed and restored. Case (iii)
occurs when the application process is scheduled for execution
close to a network process, or when the network process triggers
the application to run. In this case, the application is dynamically
restored by the scheduler. When there is no process awaiting exe-
cution, the MCU is placed either into sleep mode or the processor
power domain is switched off. The decision of whether to switch

No 
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pointPower 

OFF Sleep
Success

Timeout

Sync

Network/Combined 
CycleRestore 

OS
Restore 

Network

Recovery

Dynamic 
Restore

Connection recoveredConnection timeout

Execute
Network
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Execute
Application

Check- 
point

present

Start

Figure 6: Restoration of a process after power off.

off the processor power domain or to sleep is based on the duration
of the checkpoint and restoration process. In our architecture, we
switch off the processor power domain if the next process event is
scheduled to start later than 𝑇minOff, i.e., as a minimum the com-
bined time of checkpoint and restoration. Otherwise, the MCU is
set into sleep mode. Depending on the implementation 𝑇minOff can
be set to the break even point between additional energy cost of
checkpointing and restoring and the power saved by turning the
processor domain off. Then, the processor domain only switches
off when it is energy-wise beneficial to do so, however, this does
lead to less frequent checkpoints.

Prior to switching off, the state of the system has to be check-
pointed. First, the next power-on time is determined—that particular
step is performed by the time and peripherals virtualisation layer
described in Section 3.2.2. Next, based on the scheduler queue, the
real-time processes that need to be restored during the next cycle are
determined. This information is stored in the next OS checkpoint.
Then, any process combination—either (i), (ii) or (iii)—that has been
executed during the current power-on cycle is checkpointed, fol-
lowed by the OS checkpoint. Finally, the device is switched off.
An illustration of a power cycle consisting of only the networking
process is presented in Figure 5.

▶ Process Checkpoining: Application and network process
checkpoints are always committed with an OS process checkpoint.
This protects from a situation where memory can be dynamically
allocated within an application or network process and then lost
due to an incomplete OS checkpoint. In order to make the system in-
corruptible each checkpoint is double-buffered, with two dedicated
memory regions allocated for each process, as shown in Figure 4.
The OS process checkpoint must be restored after the scheduled
wake-up from power-off as it includes the processor registers, stack,
heap, scheduler, OS functionality (such as timers, queues and IPC),
and the peripheral state.

▶ Process Restoration: Processes can be restored either as
non-real-time or real-time. Non-real-time processes are loaded dy-
namically prior to execution by the scheduler. For non-real-time
checkpoints the restoration time is neither monitored nor compen-
sated.

Unlike non-real-time processes, real-time processes are restored
in advance prior to the scheduler resuming operation. As process
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checkpoint sizes may vary, we add a margin on top of the pro-
cesses restore time. The allocated time for restoration, including
the margin, is denoted as 𝑇restore.

Upon resuming from the power-off state, the system begins pro-
cess restoration, as shown in Figure 6. With a checkpoint present,
the OS process is restored together with the network processes and
real-time application processes as determined by the scheduler in
advance. Once the virtualisation layer compensates for the power-
off time the system synchronises with the external time source
(refer to Section 3.2.2) and the device resumes operation as nor-
mal, i.e., moving to sleep mode and then executing the networking
process or other application processes. If the device is unable to
power back up at the desired time after switching off, or if the time
synchronisation was unsuccessful, a recovery process is instanti-
ated driven by Dynamic Network Handling (DNH), as explained in
Section 3.2.3. During the first boot, the system is synchronised to
the external time source and starts operation.

3.2.2 Virtualisation of Time and Peripherals. We propose a time
and peripheral virtualisation layer, addressing Framework Require-
ment 2. The virtualization layer is placed logically between the
peripherals and the pre-existing network software stack (see Fig-
ure 3).

Our architecture needs a method to synchronise to external RTC
time for our system to deterministically execute real-time processes.
This synchronisation step needs to occur after real-time process
restoration and prior to the scheduler resuming operation and is
performed as follows. When power is reapplied to the processor
power domain, the MCU starts up and the boot time of the MCU,
denoted as𝑇startUp, is considered consistent. Next, the real-time pro-
cesses are restored, as described in Section 3.2.1 (Process Restoration
paragraph). Finally the system awaits a synchronisation pulse at
𝑇sync, where𝑇sync ≤ 𝑇nextEvent and𝑇nextEvent is the starting time of
the upcoming process event.𝑇sync is the point in time that synchro-
nises the system to the external time and marks the resumption
of real-time operation and scheduling. 𝑇sync should be as close as
possible to 𝑇nextEvent as allowed by the external RTC resolution
to avoid overhead. The next wake-up time is given as 𝑇wakeUp =
𝑇sync −𝑇startUp −𝑇restore. Since 𝑇sync is known prior to turning off,
this value is stored as part of the OS checkpoint and used as a
reference starting value for the MCU timing peripherals during the
next power-on cycle.

3.2.3 Dynamic Handling of Network Connections. Addressing Frame-
work Requirement 3, we introduce DNH—a final component of our
architecture. DNH is responsible for: (i) network recovery and (ii)
dynamic network adaptation. Network recovery is needed when
the device does not turn off according to the schedule but turns
off unexpectedly due to a power failure. As most wireless network
protocols operate based on Connection Timeouts (CT), when a
connection has been established but no packets are received within
the CT window, the connection is dropped (see Figure 2). In our
architecture, if the device after a power failure can harvest enough
energy to turn on before CT is exceeded, connection recovery is ex-
ecuted when the device powers back up before resuming operation.
That is, missed connection events are skipped and the network pro-
cess is scheduled for the next connection event. Dynamic network
adaptation further improves the performance of our system, by
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Figure 7: FreeBie mote (front side). A total size is 1”×1”. Components
marked as A○– J○ are explained in Section 4.

monitoring the available amount of energy. The Connection Inter-
val (CI) is decreased in the case of abundant energy and increased
when little energy is available. This method allows the system to
adapt to changing energy conditions whilst keeping the connection
alive and increases responsiveness in the case of abundant energy.

4 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION: FREEBIE
We proceed with the implementation. As a case study we select
BLE and denote its intermittently-powered version as FreeBie.

4.1 FreeBie Hardware
A fabricated FreeBie is shown in Figure 7, with hardware and soft-
ware open-sourced [1]. Its main blocks are as follows.

▶Wireless Connectivity and Storage: FreeBie is built with
a wireless module [24] containing a nRF52840 BLE ARM-based
MCU [74] ( A○ in Figure 7). To store the state of the system in-
between power failures, MB85RS4MT fast non-volatile Ferroelectric
Random Access Memory (FRAM) [39] ( G○ in Figure 7) is used and
connected to the MCU using SPI.

▶ Timekeeping: The AM1815 RTC [5] is chosen ( B○ in Figure 7)
for its 10ms resolution and low power consumption, i.e., 55 nA at
3V. We did not use hardware timer like the TPL5111 [103] used
by [54], or battery-free timekeeping architectures [28] due to their
inability to sustain the clock accuracy of the BLE specification [15,
CS 5.3], as stated in Section 2.

▶On-board Sensors: FreeBie contains two external sensors: an
OPT3004 luminosity sensor [102] ( C○ in Figure 7) and a BMA400 ac-
celerometer [16] ( D○ in Figure 7). Both sensors are powered through
the MCU only when required. These sensors are included in FreeBie
to enable the community to build new applications on top of the
FreeBie mote.

▶ EnergyManagement: FreeBie is solely powered by harvested
solar energy using a BQ25570 energy harvester [104] ( E○ in Fig-
ure 7). Its boost converter boosts the voltage generated by two
EXL2-1V50 solar panels [65], as seen in Figure 1. The harvested
energy is stored in two parallel 7.5mF capacitors [89] ( F○ in Fig-
ure 7). The chosen storage size is dictated by the compatibility with
an Android [46] OS, used as one of the BLE hosts (see Section 5).
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Android initialises a BLE connection with a CI of 45ms. The chosen
storage must sustain this CI until new connection parameters can
be applied.

The processor domain is powered by energy harvester’s internal
buck converter configured to generate an 1.8 V supply. The energy
harvester switches the buck converter on when the voltage of
the storage capacitors reaches 2.6V and switches it off when it
drops below 2.05V. With the external power switch [106] ( H○ in
Figure 7), the external RTC is able to switch off/on power to the
processor power domain. In order to protect the MCU while it is
off, logic/switches prevent always-on signals from reaching the
processor ( J○ in Figure 7).

▶Display: We added the option to connect a display to the
FreeBie mote. Specifically, a Sharp 1.28” LCD-TFT [90], connected
through SPI to the MCU (both connectors for the solar panels and
display are present at the back of FreeBie). The display is used in a
smartwatch application and is powered from the main energy stor-
age. The display power can be switched on or off by the MCU and
the on/off state is maintained using a SN74AUP2G79 flip-flop [98]
allowing the display to stay on when the MCU is off ( I○ in Figure 7).

4.2 FreeBie Software
The Packetcraft BLE stack [77] was chosen as the basis to imple-
ment FreeBie’s system architecture. Packetcraft implements all
the required Bluetooth standard layers—from layers that configure
the MCU’s registers to high level layers (such as Attribute Proto-
col (ATT) profiles).4

With our architecture only relatively simple modifications are
required to run the BLE networking stack intermittently. First, the
code source files needs to be separated into application, network
and OS processes, allowing for easy checkpointing and restoration.
Second, the scheduler needs to be modified to allow the system
to switch off when idle and compensate for the power-off time of
the device upon restoration. Finally, dynamic connection handling
is build on top of standard BLE features. The implementation is
described in detail below.

4.2.1 Time-aware Checkpoints/Real-time Restoration.

▶ Process Separation Implementation: Process separation de-
scribed in Section 3.2.1 is implemented as follows. Thanks to Pack-
etcraft’s logical separation between OS layer (called Wireless Soft-
ware Foundation (WSF) with its underlying components—Platform
Abstraction Layer (PAL) and the MCU peripheral drivers) and net-
working layer, manual source file separation is straightforward—
WSF together with its underlying components form the OS process
source files. The rest of Packetcraft source files are considered to
belong to the network process. Applications are considered as a
separate third group of process source files. With the separation of
the code into processes, the network, application and OS volatile
memory is split per process. These processes encompass all volatile
memory associated with the process except for dynamically allo-
cated memory that is contained within the OS process.

4We are aware of other open-source implementations of BLE, namely Apache Nim-
ble [6], and Zephyr [111]. From these implementations only Packetcraft supports BLE
5.2, can be deployed on Nordic nRF52 series Microcontroller Units (MCUs), and can be
built with the standard GCC toolchain [9].

▶ Process Checkpoint Scheduling Implementation: The pro-
posed scheduler, introduced in Section 3.2.1 (Process Checkpoint
Scheduling paragraph), is implemented as follows, taking the WSF
scheduler as basis. Normally when the OS scheduler is idle, the
function PalSysSleep() is called and the system sleeps until the
next process event. This function is extended to allow the system
to checkpoint and turn off per the proposed scheduler criteria. In
our implementation 𝑇minOff = 20ms is experimentally determined,
and the type of next on power cycle is determined through the
scheduling queues and MCU’s RTC compare registers. When the
system is able to turn off, first the next power-on time is determined
by the virtualisation layer (its implementation will be described in
Section 4.2.2). Then, real-time processes to be executed are marked
for restoration in the next OS checkpoint. Finally, the currently
restored/active processes are checkpointed, followed by the OS
checkpoint, after which the processor power domain is switched-
off through the virtualisation layer.

Secondly, we introduce a major change to the OS scheduler (func-
tion wsfOsDispatcher())—the notion of restored and non-restored
processes. Non-real-time processes are scheduled in a different
queue than real-time processes, and each process possesses a state
variable that indicates if the process has been restored or not. When
a non-real-time process has not been restored prior to execution,
the process is first restored, then marked as restored and finally
executed. If the process has already been restored, the process is
simply executed. Since all real-time processes for the next power-on
cycle are identified in advance (and restored prior to the scheduler
resuming operation), they are not tracked during operation since
these processes (due to their real-time requirements) cannot be
loaded on demand.

▶ Process Checkpointing Implementation: The checkpoint-
ing framework checkpoints the uniquely defined memory sections
of each process in volatile SRAM and stores the checkpoints in
external FRAM. For the OS checkpoint, the stack size is determined
using the stack pointer register and the heap size is determined by
tracking the total size of the dynamically allocated memory, only
the utilised portions of the reserved space for the stack and heap
are checkpointed. As described in Section 3.2.1 (Process Restoration
paragraph), due to 𝑇restore, variations in checkpoint size and thus
restoration time of the real-time checkpoints are compensated for.

▶ Process Restoration Implementation: When the MCU pow-
ers up, first the external RTC is configured for the synchronisation
point as defined in Section 4.2.2. The time of this point has been
pre-selected before the MCU switches off as defined in Section 3.2.2.
Next, the relevant process checkpoints are restored from FRAM
to SRAM. Directly reading from external memory is not possible
since it is slower than reading from internal SRAM and thus would
influence the timing of the BLE network stack. The restore time
𝑇restore is set to 10ms.

4.2.2 Virtualisation of Time and Peripherals. The real-time virtual-
isation presented in Section 3.2.2 is implemented as follows. Due
to the choice of external RTC, we are limited by a resolution of
10ms. Since 10ms is not an integer multiple of 32.678 kHz tics, i.e.,
the frequency of our external RTC, the 10ms tics source induces
additional jitter (in addition to the jitter of the crystal itself). Due
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to our strict timekeeping requirements (500 ppm) this is not accept-
able. Hence for synchronisation of the system to the external RTC
time we synchronise to 250ms intervals as synchronisation points,
as this is the smallest integer multiple of 32.678 kHz tics possible
with 10ms resolution. We note that although the resolution of the
external RTC is only 10ms, on integer multiples, such as 250ms,
the timing is mainly only influenced by the jitter of the crystal
itself.

The synchronisation point itself is a hardware signal sent from
the external RTC to the MCU that, in turn, instantly starts the
enabled MCU’s timing peripherals such as the on-board RTC. Since
the synchronisation point is a known moment in time, reads and/or
writes to the on-board MCU’s timing peripherals such as the RTC
(as it starts from zero, and the state is lost during power-off) are
compensated through the virtualisation layer by applying 𝑇sync as
an offset. Any read to the RTC time register through the virtualized
peripheral API returns the compensated time instead of the raw
time. Hereby the effects of intermittency are masked to the running
processes.

Using the definition in Section 3.2.2, the start-up time is com-
puted relative to the nearest synchronisation point. The value of
𝑇startUp = 10ms is experimentally found. By setting the alarm in
the external RTC to 𝑇wakeUp prior to switching off, the system will
turn on at the alarm, as the external RTC can control the proces-
sor domain power via the external power switch. Finally, after the
wake-up alarm is set, using the external RTC, the processor power
domain is switched off.

4.2.3 Dynamic Handling of Network Connections. The design pre-
sented in Section 3.2.3 is implemented as follows. In the Bluetooth
protocol, the host dictates the initial connection parameters. For
intermittently-powered devices these parameters, depending on
the available energy, might not be suitable. Hence after a connec-
tion establishment we automatically request favourable connection
parameters corresponding to the energy available in the system.
If the BLE host forces a connection update, we will immediately
request new connection parameters if the ones chosen by the BLE
host are unsuitable.

During the restoration process we sample the voltage of the
storage capacitors to determine how much energy is available to
FreeBie. For simplicity, we define quantized energy levels as given
in Table 3. According to the Bluetooth Core Specification [15, CS 5.3
(page 2255)] (i) CI shall be a multiple of 1.25ms in the range 7.5ms
to 4 s and (ii) Supervision Timeout (ST) (referred previously as CT)
shall be a multiple of 10ms in the range 100ms to 32 s and it shall
be larger than (1 + SL) × CI × 2, where Slave Latency (SL) specifies
how many connection events may be skipped by the end device,
i.e., with CI of 4 s and SL of 3 allows FreeBie to stay off for almost
16 seconds). At the low energy level we use the maximal allowed
parameters to let FreeBie stay powered off as long as possible. As
more energy becomes available, FreeBie harvests more energy sowe
increase CI and decrease SL accordingly. Table 3 lists the requested
connection parameters corresponding to these energy levels. We
note that since connection update requests are not instantly applied,
if the update is granted—they are applied at a later (specified by the
host) connection event.

If during the restoration no synchronisation pulse is received at
the expected time, recovery is executed. After reading and synchro-
nising to external time, the decision is made based on the current
connection settings if the connection is recoverable. If this is the
case, the next connection event is scheduled and the state of the
network stack is passed on to the future state. The network stack
reattempts transmission of lost packets scheduled during the power
failure. During the restore, prior to synchronisation, all real-time
processes are restored.

4.3 FreeBie Applications
▶ Benefiting Applications: Our architecture is of most benefit

to ultra low power systems requiring bi-directional communication.
We note that most devices require some form of connectivity not
only to send data (like sensor samples), but also for configuration
and firmware updates. Our architecture enables bi-directional com-
munication on these severely energy-restricted devices and allows
the MCU to switch off completely during idle periods, further reduc-
ing power consumption. Examples of such devices include hybrid
(classical/smart) watches, IoT devices or on-body sensors—all oper-
ating on harvested energy. We chose two applications demonstrat-
ing our architecture capabilities: (i) a smartwatch using multiple
BLE services to interact with the host; and (ii) firmware updates.
Specifically, in the case of firmware updates, as the end device
must request and receive firmware fragments from the host while
the host transmits the firmware fragments and waits for reception
confirmation—the firmware update is a stress-test of bi-directional
BLE communication.

▶ Battery-Free Smartwatch: We have developed a battery-
free smartwatch based on two BLE services, (i) the Current Time
Service (CTS) [14] and (ii) the Alert Notification Service (ANS) [13],
operating on top of FreeBie hardware.

The smartwatch, see Figure 1, works as the ATT client [15, CS
5.3] of those two services. For the BLE host we have developed an
application for the Android 11 OS [46] working as the ATT server
of those two services. Once a connection is established, service
discovery is executed to find the CTS and the ANS on the BLE
host. Once successful, the smartwatch enables all notifications of
both services. Then, the BLE host sends the current time to the
smartwatch, which is later on updated independently of the host
through the application process that runs everyminute to increment
time. In addition, the BLE host sends unread email notifications to
the smartwatch which activates its on-screen email icon.

▶ FirmwareUpdate: Wehave also implemented the first battery-
free active-radio over-the-air firmware update. Although successful
demonstrations of battery-free over-the-air reprogramming were
done for backscatter-based nodes [2, 96], battery-free active-radio
firmware updates (to the best of our knowledge) have never been
demonstrated.5

We designed a custom BLE service for our firmware update appli-
cation where FreeBie works as the ATT server of that service. Once
connected, the BLE host should first send the firmware length and
then initiate the update. Once initiated, FreeBie starts requesting a

5We note that this case study aims not to create a novel firmware update application [7,
12] but to evaluate FreeBie.
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Energy level Luminosity CI SL ST

Very low (dark)/low (dimmed) 200 lx/300 lx 4 s1 3 32 s
Medium (bright) 600 lx 2 s 1 32 s
High (overcast) 10 klx 1 s 0 32 s

1 Real value is 3.998 75 s as reference BLE stack [71] forbids 4 s CI.
Table 3: Requested FreeBie connection parameters. CI: Connection
Interval, SL: Slave Latency, ST: Supervision Timeout.

firmware section by sending the index of the section. Once FreeBie
receives the requested firmware section, it writes this section to
the corresponding address in the inactive firmware region. This
process repeats until FreeBie obtains the complete firmware.

5 FREEBIE EVALUATION
5.1 Evaluation Setup
We evaluated both FreeBie applications at four light conditions in
a controlled environment, 200 lx, 300 lx, 600 lx, 10 klx representing,
respectively, (i) dark indoor light, (ii) dimmed indoor light, (iii)
bright indoor light, and (iv) overcast day.

▶ BLE Host Hardware and Software: For smartwatch, an An-
droid application was built running on Google Pixel 3a [45] with
Android 11 OS [46] acting as BLE host. For firmware update, a
nRF52840 [72] development kit using SoftDevice [71] acts as BLE
host. FreeBie is compared to Packetcraft [77] and SoftDevice [71];
comparison with checkpoint-based systems, e.g. [63], is impossible
as they do not work, see Section 2 and Table 1.

▶ BLE Advertising and Connection Parameters: The adver-
tising interval of FreeBie is fixed at 2 s. For the hosts, per default
Android 11 starts with a Connection Interval (CI) of 45ms, 5 s Su-
pervision Timeout (ST). For the firmware update host, we selected
an initial 2 s CI, 32 s ST.

▶Controlled Test Environment: We put FreeBie at the bottom
of a closed light box. A wirelessly-controlled LED bulb [62] was
installed at the top of the box to create repeatable and controlled
light source. A luminosity meter [105] was placed next to FreeBie
mote to measure the exact luminosity projecting onto FreeBie’s
solar panels.

▶ Long-term Evaluation: For a day-long evaluation we have
collected luminosity values from a modern commercial smartwatch
[32] worn on a wrist. Data was collected when the user6 was per-
forming (mostly outdoor) daily activities. The luminosity trace was
then recreated in the controlled test environment described above.

▶ Power Consumption Measurements: Connection event and
sleep power consumption for the Packetcraft [77], SoftDevice [71]
and FreeBie’s were measured with X-NUCLEO-LPM01A [95]. Free-
Bie’s power consumption whilst the processor domain is off was
measured with Keithley 2450 SMU [59]. Power consumption of
Packetcraft and SoftDevice is measured on the NRF52840 develop-
ment kit [72]; FreeBie power measurements are measured on the

6The data collection was approved by the human ethics committee of the institution
with which the authors of this study are affiliated with.
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Figure 8: Example BLE connection retention on FreeBie hardware at
200 lx compared against Packetcraft [77]. The system operation bars
(bar colour matches system on the ‘Storage’ plot) indicate when the
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Figure 9: FreeBie power failure recovery. Despite missing several
BLE packets FreeBie can recover the connection. : BLE network
activity by the host, : FreeBie network activity, : FreeBie is actively
powered, : FreeBie power failure.

FreeBie mote. Further details of the evaluation setup are given in
the artifact [1].

5.2 FreeBie Evaluation Results
▶ BLE Connection Retention: First, to demonstrate that our

system can sustain a BLE connection at intermittent power, we
run a basic ≈30min-long BLE connection. The result is presented
in Figure 8. We clearly see that our system consumes less power
operating intermittently and maintains the connection, while the
default Packetcraft network stack [77] powers off below ≈2V and
never resumes the connection.

▶ BLE Connection Recovery: To show that FreeBie can recover
from power failures, we powered FreeBie from a stable power sup-
ply during a BLE connection. Then we turn off the power supply
until FreeBie runs out of power. Then the power supply is resumed
again, triggering the connection recovery. A snapshot of this pro-
cess is presented in Figure 9. We clearly see that FreeBie can recover
before the 32 s ST is reached.

▶Checkpoint and Restoration Overhead: First we measured
code size for both FreeBie applications, split per process. The re-
sults are presented in Table 4. Our firmware application is small,
therefore little is gained during a network-only power cycle by
not restoring the application. During an application-only cycle,
however, where the network process does not have to be restored,
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Smartwatch Firmware update

Process Data BSS Text Data BSS Text

Application 0 2368 0 12
Network 376 5668 320 5168

OS 292 2392 244 2452
Total 668 10 428 230 120 564 7632 204 797

Table 4: Code size of the FreeBie applications (in bytes).
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Figure 10: Average checkpoint time of each process for the two con-
sidered applications.

on average restoration is 21.30% faster compared to a naive check-
pointing implementation where everything is restored. Due to the
reduced overhead, with a more significant application—such as the
smartwatch—not only the application-only cycles are 21.39% faster,
but also the network-only cycles (by 7.76%) compared to the naive
implementation. The average checkpointing times are depicted in
Figure 10.

▶ Smartwatch Evaluation: Figure 11 shows a 2.5min long
trace of smartwatch operation at each luminosity (except 200 lx, as
the screen consumed to much power) from the initial connection
establishment. Note that the operating times of FreeBie are very
short, shown as a very thin green bar. Nonetheless we see that at
each luminosity, FreeBie works despite long power-off intervals.
The more energy is available—the smaller the off intervals—the big-
ger the responsiveness. Zooming in, the execution starts when the
storage capacitor voltage reaches 2.6 V. When the system switches
on, the voltage drops sharply due to the inrush current and the
workload of initialisation but recovers afterwards.

After one round of advertising, FreeBie is connected with the
Android BLE host. Note that since the connection was established,
FreeBie was turned on continuously for a relatively long time (see
‘On/Off’ plots underneath the storage plot) and the voltage also
dropped significantly. This is caused by Android’s initial connec-
tion parameters preventing FreeBie from turning off. When the
requested connection parameters are applied, FreeBie can start
operating intermittently and turn off. For both 300 lx and 600 lx
after 50 s and 25 s respectively, when all ATT services were config-
ured and both BLE peripheral and BLE host started sending empty
packets, SL is applied which further increases the off time.

▶ Firmware Update Evaluation: Figure 13 shows the exe-
cution of firmware update at 600 lx. Comparing this figure with
Figure 11 (center) (smartwatch evaluation at the same luminosity)
FreeBie starts more favourably due to the different initial connec-
tion parameters set by the host (as defined in Section 5.1), hence
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Figure 11: FreeBie smartwatch operation at three luminosities (top to
bottom figure: 300 lx, 600 lx, 10 klx). Connection parameters for each
luminosity are given in Table 3.
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Figure 12: Consumed energy during one Connection Interval (CI),
as shown in Figure 5, for four different Slave Latency (SL) values.
FreeBie is compared against Packetcraft [77], SoftDevice [71] and
a modified version of FreeBie (FreeBie-C) with external memory
overhead excluded.

it can keep a higher storage voltage from the start. As expected,
in an application-only cycle (A), no network process is restored or
checkpointed. In network-only cycle (B) no application process is
executed nor restored. In the combined cycle (C) after the network
process execution, the system detects the application process pend-
ing execution in the near future. Hence the system sleeps until
the scheduled time of the application execution, then dynamically
loads the application and executes it, after which no processes are
scheduled in the near future so the system checkpoints and turns
off.

▶ Power Consumption: We characterise FreeBie network-only
cycles and compare the power consumption of FreeBie to (i) Pack-
etcraft with low-frequency clock enabled and logging disabled, and
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Figure 13: Evaluation of firmware update at 600 lx. Colour scheme: OS restore and checkpoint; on time; application restore and checkpoint;
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to (ii) the proprietary Nordic Semiconductor’s BLE stack, i.e., Soft-
Device [71], at one CI value and four values of SL, i.e., 0, 1, 2, and 3.
The results are given in Figure 12.

Thanks to FreeBie’s low power consumption when the processor
domain is switched off (0.8352 µW) it is 9.5 times more efficient
compared to sleep mode (8.0172 µW with SoftDevice). FreeBie ben-
efits from long connection intervals. Compared to Packetcraft, with
a SL of 0 FreeBie’s overhead of additional power consumption due
to checkpointing and restoration is larger than the power saved by
switching the MCU off. However, as the SL increases FreeBie starts
to outperform Packetcraft. At a SL of 1 FreeBie already consumes
less power compared to Packetcraft. Already with a SL of 3 we are
2.46 times more energy efficient than the default Packetcraft stack.

On the other hand, due to FRAM store and restore overhead and
FreeBie’s requirement to synchronise with the external RTC, Free-
Bie is not able to compete with SoftDevice’s power consumption.
Simply, utilising external FRAM consumes large amounts of power
and is also slower than even a lower-clocked MCUs’s with on-chip
FRAM [101]. Ideally a MCU with on-board FRAM or MRAM and a
ultra-low power RTC, e.g. the upcoming Ambiq Apollo 4 Blue [4],
would remove this overhead almost completely. Therefore to make
this comparison we have removed the external memory overhead
from FreeBie traces denoting it as FreeBie-C. We see that FreeBie-C
outperforms SoftDevice starting at a SL of 2.

Finally, we report the power consumption at each part of the
network cycle, including checkpointing and restoration, as shown
in Figure 5: FRAM read (restore checkpoint) ( A○) is 10.26mW, MCU
sleep current ( B○) is 2.41mW, RX current ( C○) is 18.86mW, TX
current ( D○) is 19.35mW, and FRAM write (checkpoint) ( E○) is
12.03mW.

▶ Long-term Execution: Figure 14 shows 24-hour operation of
the FreeBie smartwatch. We see that FreeBie is able to sustain a con-
nection despite power interrupts for extended period of time (see
‘On/Off‘ trace representing FreeBie activity, in particular between
11:00 and 17:00). Moreover, FreeBie is able to sustain a connection
in varying energy availability: during the whole experiment the
BLE link only had to reconnect seven times. If FreeBie receives
more than 300 lx (minimum viable luminosity with the FreeBie
LCD powered on) FreeBie is almost always on, only disconnecting
when insufficient energy is provided for extended time. Note, if a
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Figure 14: 24 hour-long operation of the FreeBie smartwatch.

full day operation of FreeBie is required then increasing the sur-
face area of the solar panels would decrease the minimum viable
luminosity threshold, see Figure 14 (top)—increasing the on time of
the smartwatch.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
▶Hardware Improvements: As shown in Figure 12, external

FRAM and RTC limit the benefits of our architecture (both in terms
of price, size and energy consumption). The next step is a FreeBie
version build with next-generation System on Chip (SoC) such
as [4] with on-chipMRAM, reducing FreeBie cost/size.More energy-
efficient harvesters, such as [76], as part of a complete SoC would
make FreeBie not only more efficient but also potentially cheaper
than battery-based systems.

▶ Battery-free Host: In our architecture only the end device is
battery-free and intermittently-powered. The next research goal is
an intermittently-powered host. Themain research challengewould
be integrating a synchronisation mechanism such as [41] into a
fully battery-free architecture and efficient wake-up scheduling for
end devices.

▶Delay-tolerantNetworks: Onemight propose a delay-tolerant
network as a solution to the wireless link intermittency prob-
lem [55, 64]. Sadly, considering point-to-point links, protocols such
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[25] [107] [66] [92] [34] [23] [113] FreeBie2

Size 25 (�) × 5.5mm 4 × 4 cm 20mm (�) 7 35 × 53mm 1 × ≈1.5 cm4 ≈70 × 55mm 5 — 2.54 × 2.54 mm
Capactitor size 0.2 F Unreported 50mF 8 200 `F N/A3 1 F 6 N/A 15mF
Radio chipset CYBLE [26] X-less radio nRF51822 [73] CC2650 [100] Custom CC2650 [100] Custom nRF52840 [74]

Minimum luminosity 100 lx N/A N/A 150 lx N/A Not reported N/A 200 lx
Backscatter-based No No No No Yes No Yes No

Battery-free Yes1 Yes Yes Yes Yes3 Yes No 3 Yes
Intermittent No1 Yes No No No Yes No Yes

Advertising only No No No No Yes — Yes No
Resumes connections No No No No No No No Yes
1 Supercapacitor; 2 This work; 3 Actual implementation was continuously powered; 4 Modulator only, logic driven by signal generator;
5 Size inferred from [23, Figure 7]: comparable in size to Arduino Uno board; 6 Maximum value of capacitor bank taken;
7 Excluding Powercast receiver [82]; 8 Unreported in the paper; a smallest value from Powercast receiver assumed.

Table 5: Comparison of relevant state-of-the-art BLE platforms.

as BLE have strict timing requirements and do not allow any delay
beyond what is specified by the standard.

7 RELATEDWORK
▶ Semi Battery-FreeWireless Networking: Augmenting battery-

based IoTwith backscatter tags was advocated in [79]. Such systems
include [40, 51, 52, 85]. All these networks still need (i) a battery and
(ii) a carrier generation source. A separate class of nodes are based
on wake-up radios [81]. Wake-up radios still consume power when
listening (which increases with receiver sensitivity [81, Figure 12])
and require the same infrastructure investment as backscatter-based
radios. An example of battery-free sensors based on proprietary
low-power wake-up radio technology is [35].

▶ Battery-Free Wireless Networking: Battery-free networks
include backscatter-based LoRa [57] and LTE [22]. An alternative
approach focuses on active radios and includes [3, 42, 86]. Yet an-
other approach is to perform transformations of already existing
protocols to have them failure-resilient [84]. Therein however it was
assumed that a node with a power-off had its all memory flushed
and needs to initialise from zero. The mathematical analysis of the
channel capacity of a intermittent communication point-to-point
link is given in [60]. Another way of providing energy to battery-
free systems is based on wireless power transfer, recent examples
include [53, 70].

Initial studies of duty-cycled bi-directional communication on
intermittent power for IEEE 802.15.4-compliant (i.e., non-Bluetooth)
CC2420 radio [99] has been proposed in [108]. The same work also
proposed to use low-power timing circuit to wake up system to
exchange data with a neighbour [108, Figure 3]. Idea of custom
protocol state preservation in FRAM has been presented in [19].

▶ Battery-Free Bluetooth: All of the battery-free BLE nodes
we are aware of do not operate intermittently when considering
the BLE protocol itself. In each of such nodes one connection-less
beacon transmission can be sent within a single capacitor charge
from harvested energy; the recent examples of non-backscatter
versions of such a systems are [20, 37, 44, 56, 87, 97] (academia)
and [25, 33] (industry). Another (but less popular) approach for
battery-free BLE is based on providing power wirelessly to the
BLE nodes [66]. Except for our work no studies on intermittenly-
powered BLE are presented beyond general calls for such system.
A battery-free BLE node of similar hardware architecture to ours,
i.e., an RTC-driven MCU with external FRAM, has been presented

in [92]. The fundamental difference, however, is that [92] does
not allow for state retention of the intermediate state of the BLE
protocol (and other applications). Commercial implementations of
battery-free BLE include [107]. Refer to Table 5 where a comparison
of battery-free BLE platforms is given.

▶ Federated Energy Storage: A federated storage power sup-
ply architecture [49] ‘splits‘ a large central storage capacitor into
smaller capacitors, each powering individual peripherals (such as
the radio or a temperature sensor). The federated storage aims at
improving system availability. Alternatively, [23] proposed a cen-
tralized architecture where one configurable capacitor array serves
the entire system, allowing for adding or removing individual ca-
pacitors from this array.

▶ Intermittently-Powered Systems Software Frameworks:
Software supporting intermittently-powered operation have al-
ready been comparatively presented in Table 1. Naturally, the list
of such systems is only partial and we refer to extensive surveys
presented in [11, Table 1], [109, Table 1], [29, Table 2].

8 CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new architecture enabling battery-free operation of
a wireless communication protocol. We enable to sustain an already
established wireless connection despite power interruptions. The
proposed architecture was used in developing FreeBie: the first
truly intermittently-powered active Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
system that is not based on connection-less (beacon broadcast)
transmissions.
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